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		Energy Transformation
	

		
							Leading the charge. Powering change.

						
			


                                    
                        Women-led, purpose built, and focused on impact, Resource Innovations brings a fundamentally different approach to the challenge.


                    

                
                                
                                                                        SEE OUR ENERGY COMMITMENT                                                            
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		Advanced, integrated solutions
	
Building on our expertise in demand-side management.
The clean energy transition requires a comprehensive approach. Weâ€™re constantly investing in our portfolio of solutions to guide utilities through increasingly complex, connected challenges.


View Services
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		Real results, real progress
	
Driving energy impact at scale.
Resource Innovations provides end-to-end energy transformation software and services that improve customer engagement, boost operational efficiency, and deliver superior outcomes.


VIEW OUR GLOBAL PROJECTS
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Making clean energy more available, accessible, and affordable.
Resource Innovations has the people, passion, and scale to lead the energy transition.



880+energy programs and projects managed since 2019
120+clients across North America, Europe, and the Pacific
825kmetric tons of CO2 emissions avoided in 2022
#12on Incâ€™s 2023 list of fastest growing private energy companies



		Our Customers Â» Who We Serve
	
Accelerating the clean energy transition.
Leading utilities, government agencies, and system operators depend on Resource Innovations' expertise to meet their sustainability goals and improve customer satisfaction.
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		Free e-commerce webinar recording
	
From Vision to Value: Building a Utility Marketplace That Delivers Real Impact



				Unlock the secrets to a thriving digital marketplace! Watch Resource Innovations' webinar recording to explore Snohomish PUD's transformative e-commerce journey.
			
SIGN UP TO WATCH



Energy Transition Insights
Discover the trends shaping the clean energy transition and see how weâ€™re delivering a more sustainable, equitable future.



				Blogs
			Three Important Ways Gen Z Is Disrupting the Energy Industry


[image: ]
Gen Z is passionate about environmental responsibility, driving demand for renewable energy, and shaping the future of the clean energy workforce.
Read this article



				Press Releases
			Morgan Stanley Capital Partners Acquires Resource Innovations


[image: ]
Morgan Stanley Capital Partners acquires Resource Innovations, aiming to drive growth and innovation in the clean energy transition.
Read this article



				Blogs
			Fry Food, Not the Grid


[image: Employee handing a man in a car a bag of food through a fast food restaurant window.]
Discover the quiet revolution in fast food sustainability. Quick service restaurants are leading the charge, embracing energy-efficient innovations.
Read this article





Put our energy solutions to work.
See how Resource Innovations can help you navigate the clean energy transition, meet your decarbonization goals, and deliver successful outcomes at scale.

TALK TO AN ENERGY EXPERT
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